
Number 5 page 2

--Was he fearful? Certainly not. People come and go all the time
and the climate of Kuisbeighn is such that all are well behaved
when they are there... they have a keen desire to stay there and
this brings out their best manners.

--What of this moving road? All roads move in this planet due to a
singular sort of sideways gravity pull. They all move one
direction and if you wish to go the opposite way the best thing is
to stay on whatever road you are on until it comes back to where
you want to be. It is the non-adhesive substance poured on the
ground that makes the roads move while buildings stand still... if
they are put on firm piles.

--Your speed on the road depends on the positioning of the thumb.. a
member of the body that seems radically influenced by the gravita
tional pull. The more directly it is pointed down, the faster you
glide... but maximum speed, I judged, is never more than about ten
miles per hour. When Kuisbeighnians want to get some where in a
hurry or just to rush home at night they do it with a localized
transference pill, purchaseable at any good pharmacy.

--How do you know where you are going when you take one of these
pills? You go where you are thinking you will go. How did I wind
up in this rock pile? On Kuisbeighn poor or inferior ideas turn
into rocks and are discarded. The poorer the idea the bigger the
rock. I was thinking that my taking of the pill was a bad
idea... hence I wound up in the place of bad ideas. It occurred to
me that if such a practice occurred on earth, each faculty meeting
at Biblical would virtually bury the place!

--Are strangers welcome? Surely. There are no means however to
return them to their own place of former living. (I felt my case
of tablets in the inner pocket of my coat with some comfort). The
economy supports all who come (there are not many for not many
galaxies have learned the transference method) and could, in fact,
put up with a good deal more.

--Are there any places one should not go? Well beyond the matters
of private decency, etc., all Kuisbeighn is one country and there
are neither territorial divisions nor foreign parts. There are a
great many laws however, and to violate one of these is to be appre-
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